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CARNEGIE SCIENCE CENTER LAUNCHES NEW PODCAST  

SCIENCE NEWS AND Q’S PITTSBURGH’S RESOURCE FOR ANSWERS TO SCIENCE 
QUESTIONS 

 

 

PITTSBURGH, Sept. 15, 2017 – Carnegie Science Center is encouraging people to “listen up” to the 

latest endeavor making science education fun for everyone: a new bi-weekly podcast available for 

download. 

 

Science News and Qs or SNaQ is the fun way to get current science headlines, delve more deeply into 

cool science topics, and find the answers to burning science questions. Hosted by veteran science 

educators Charissa Sedor and Ralph Crewe, each half-hour program includes a discussion of current 

science events, as well as information on fascinating subjects such as space telescopes, dragonfly wings, 

and the science behind that most vital of substances: coffee. 

 

Listeners are actively encouraged to submit show ideas and their own questions to SNaQ via 

SNaQ@carnegiesciencecenter.org or by calling the SNaQ line at 412-237-3327. SNaQ staffers will sift 

through the questions and select some of the most interesting or topical to be featured in a future 

episode. 

 

New episodes of SNaQ are released on the first and third Tuesday of every month and are available for 

free on iTunes, snaq.podbean, or through a link on Carnegiesciencecenter.org/about/connect. 

 

 

About Carnegie Science Center 

Carnegie Science Center is dedicated to inspiring learning and curiosity by connecting science and technology with 
everyday life. By making science both relevant and fun, the Science Center’s goal is to increase science literacy in 
the region and motivate young people to seek careers in science and technology. One of the four Carnegie Museums 
of Pittsburgh, the Science Center is Pittsburgh’s premier science exploration destination, reaching more than 700,000 
people annually through its hands-on exhibits, camps, classes, and off-site education programs.  
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About Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh 

Established in 1895 by Andrew Carnegie, Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh is a collection of four distinctive 
museums: Carnegie Museum of Art, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Carnegie Science Center, and The 
Andy Warhol Museum. In 2016, the museums reached more than 1.4 million people through exhibitions, 
educational programs, outreach activities, and special events. 
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